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ABSTRACT
Recent work in plasmon nanophotonics has shown the successful fabrication of surface plasmon (SP) based optical
elements such as waveguides, splitters, and multimode interference devices. These elements enable the development of
plasmonic integrated circuits. An important challenge lies in the coupling of conventional far-field optics to such
nanoscale optical circuits. To address this coupling issue, we have designed structures that employ local resonances for
far-field excitation of SPs. The proposed coupler structure consists of an array of ellipsoidal silver nanoparticles
embedded in SiO2 and placed close to a silver surface. To study the performance of the coupler we have performed
simulations using the Finite Integration Technique. Our simulations show that normal incidence illumination at a freespace wavelength of 676 nm leads to the resonant excitation of SP oscillations in the Ag nanoparticles, accompanied by
coherent near-field excitation of propagating SPs on the Ag film. The excitation efficiency can by maximized by tuning
the aspect ratio of the nanoparticles, showing optimum coupling at an aspect ratio of 3.0 with the long axis (75 nm)
along the polarization of the excitation signal. We discuss the origin of these observations.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, surface plasmons (SPs) have gained attention because of the possibility of their application in
nanophotonic and plasmonic devices.1 Surface plasmons are electron charge density waves confined to and traveling
along the surface between a metal and a dielectric.2 SP mode sizes are not intrinsically bound by the diffraction limit, as
has been shown in experiments involving propagation of SPs along nanoparticle chains,3 micro-scale metal strips4 and
nano-scale metal wires.5 Using propagating SPs on metal surfaces, simple quasi two-dimensional optical circuits have
already been demonstrated.6, 7
An important challenge in creating integrated plasmonic nanodevices is achieving efficient local excitation of
propagating SPs using a structure with a small (few µm2) footprint. Direct excitation of SPs on a smooth metal surface
using free-space illumination is not possible since the SP wavelength is smaller than the corresponding free-space
wavelength, resulting in a momentum mismatch between the excitation wave and the SP wave. To overcome this
problem SPs are commonly excited by prism-coupling or grating coupling, generally involving weak coupling of light
with SPs over a relatively large area, or by near-field excitation, involving relatively strong light-SP coupling using
individual nanostructures. Prism coupling makes use of a material with a high refractive index to overcome the
momentum mismatch.2 Grating couplers, on the other hand, make use of a periodic surface structure to overcome the
momentum mismatch. Grating coupling has been achieved by either directly structuring the metal surface,2, 8, 9 or by
structuring a thin dielectric layer on the metal surface.10 Ditlbacher et al. measured an excitation efficiency of about 15%
using a one dimensional grating with only three periods.11 In contrast, near-field excitation uses isolated nanostructures
for SP excitation. In this case the momentum mismatch is overcome by the existence of high spatial frequency
components in the field distribution near the nanostructures. Such near-field excitation has been achieved using different
types of nanostructures, including surface relief,11 nanoscale apertures of various shapes and sizes,12-14 and particles both
on15, 16 and above17 a metal surface.
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of a nanoparticle enhanced far-field to near-field coupler. A single unit cell is highlighted.

In order to design small coupler structures that efficiently excite surface plasmons one can employ a
combination of local field enhancement and coherent excitation. Recent theoretical work on light transmission through
periodically structured thin metal films demonstrated one possible approach based on tuning the depth and width of a
surface grating.18 In the present article we discuss an alternative approach to achieving efficient surface plasmon
excitation which combines local resonances on metal nanoparticles with coherent plasmon excitation on a metal surface.
A sketch of the proposed structure is shown in figure 1. The structure consists of a 2D array of metal nanoparticles
embedded in an SiO2 cladding layer in close proximity to a silver-SiO2 interface. We will show that resonant excitation
of SPs on the metal nanoparticle array results in a periodic and locally enhanced field distribution near the Ag surface,
which results in enhanced near-field excitation of propagating SPs. We demonstrate that the SP excitation efficiency can
be optimized by tuning the nanoparticle shape. We believe that these nanoparticle enhanced plasmon couplers can play
an important role as optical interconnects between far-field optical and integrated plasmon optical circuits.

II. THEORY
As mentioned in the introduction surface plasmons are longitudinal charge oscillations that can exist at a metal surface
or at a metal-dielectric interface. The dispersion relation of SPs on an Ag-SiO2 interface links the plasmon wavelength λx
to the excitation frequency, and is given by
kx =

ω
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where kx = 2π/λx is the plasmon wavevector along the metal surface, ω is the angular frequency, c is the speed of light in
vacuum, and ε Ag (ω) and ε SiO2 (ω) are the dielectric functions of silver and silica respectively. The corresponding surface
plasmons have a frequency dependent propagation length Lp given by
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where kx’’ is the imaginary part of the SP wavevector, and εAg’ and εAg’’ are the real and imaginary parts of the silver
dielectric function. Based on existing literature data19, 20 for these dielectric functions one finds that SPs excited with
light at a free-space wavelength λ0 = 850 nm can propagate over a distance of 100 µm, while SPs excited at λ0 = 1.5 µm
can propagate as far as 390 µm. These types of propagation lengths are sufficiently long to create functional plasmon
based optical devices.
The current numerical study involves SP excitation on thin (50 nm thick) Ag films for practical reasons which
will be discussed in the section III. In such thin films the dispersion relation is modified with respect to the analytical
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theory discussed above due to finite coupling between SPs present at the top and bottom Ag-SiO2 interfaces.21, 22 As a
result thin films exhibit both symmetric and anti-symmetric plasmon modes, each with their corresponding propagation
characteristics. The full dispersion relation in this situation can be found numerically using a method described by Ward
et al.23 Figure 2(a) displays the dispersion relation for a 50 nm thick Ag film in SiO2 found by this method, with the dark
lines in the figure corresponding to allowed SP modes. The details of the calculation method used will be discussed in a
forthcoming article. As will be shown below, the nanoparticle coupler predominantly excites an asymmetric coupled SP
mode. It is anticipated that the main findings of this article will be reproduced on thick Ag films, albeit with slightly
modified wavevector values. To enable a direct comparison of our theoretical findings with experiments, we design the
coupler structure for operation at λ0 = 676 nm (corresponding angular frequency is 2.78×1015 rads/sec), as this
wavelength can be generated using a Kr ion laser. The corresponding design frequency is indicated in figure 2(a). At this
frequency, the SP propagation length on a thick Ag film is predicted to be approximately 65µm.
To excite propagating SPs we will use an array of resonant silver nanoparticles. When illuminated with light at
visible frequencies, silver nanoparticles can exhibit a resonantly excited dipolar charge oscillation, known as the
Fröhlich mode. Due to the resonant nature of the excitation, the magnitude of the local field strength can exceed the
driving field by more than an order of magnitude.24, 25 For ellipsoidal particles excited along one of their main axes this
resonance occurs at a frequency that depends on the aspect ratio of the particle. This is reflected in the particle
polarizability given by:26

α = Vε0

ε Ag − ε SiO

(3)

2

ε SiO + F (ε Ag − ε SiO )
2

2

where α is the polarizability along the c axis or semi-axis of the nanoparticle, F is a shape-dependent factor ranging from
0 to 1, V is the volume of the particle, and ε0 is the permittivity of free space. In this study the semi-axes a and b are set
equal. The Fröhlich mode occurs at the frequency where the calculated polarizability reaches a maximum. Figure 2(b)
shows the calculated resonance frequency of an ellipsoidal Ag nanoparticle in SiO2 as a function of the aspect ratio c/a.
It is found that the nanoparticle resonance coincides with the design frequency of 4.43×1014 Hz (corresponding to
λ0 = 676 nm) for an aspect ratio of c/a = 3.47. A second condition that must be satisfied to obtain efficient excitation of
propagating SPs is phase matching: SPs excited on adjacent nanoparticles should interfere constructively. This
requirement implies that the inter-particle spacing L should be equal to the SP wavelength of the Ag film in SiO2. From
figure 2(a) it can be found that this corresponds to L = 440 nm. In the following section we will show that when taking
into account the finite coupling between the nanoparticles and the metal surface as well as particle-particle coupling,
optimum coupling occurs at a significantly reduced aspect ratio.
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Figure 2(a). Calculated dispersion relation of surface plasmon modes on a 50 nm thick Ag film embedded in SiO2 based on literature
data for the dielectric functions of Ag and SiO2. The dark lines correspond to allowed SP modes. The white line coincides with the
light-line in SiO2. The splitting of the dispersion curve is caused by coupling of surface plasmons on the front and back of the Ag film.
(b) Calculated resonance frequency of an ellipsoidal Ag nanoparticle in SiO2 as a function of the aspect ratio of the particle.
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III. SIMULATION GEOMETRY
To evaluate the performance of the nanoparticle enhanced plasmon coupler we performed numerical simulations using a
commercially available 3D electromagnetics simulation package27 that employs the Finite Integration Technique to
model the propagation of electro-magnetic waves in various media. The simulated structure is shown in figure 3. The Ag
nanoparticles are located at a height d (surface-to-surface) of 70 nm above the surface of the Ag film. The simulation
volume is periodic in the x and y directions, corresponding to an infinite 2D array of nanoparticles above an extended Ag
film. The length L of the simulation volume was set to 440 nm, equal to the predicted SP wavelength at the design
frequency as discussed in section II. The lateral spacing w between particles was set to 3 times the particle dimension in
the y-direction. Note that structures in this size range can be fabricated using existing electron-beam lithography tools. In
the following discussion the parameters d, L, and w are held constant, while the particle aspect ratio is varied at constant
particle volume. To keep total simulation time at an acceptable level, we chose to simulate a 50 nm thick Ag film
embedded in SiO2 rather than a semi-infinite Ag slab. Under these conditions, individual simulations took 5 hours on a
PC running a 3.0 GHz Pentium 4 processor.
The simulated structure is excited with a plane wave that is traveling from the positive z-direction towards the
negative z-direction, and is polarized along the x-direction, corresponding to the c-axis of the nanoparticle. To evaluate
the performance of the coupler over a finite frequency range, the field amplitude of the plane wave was chosen to have a
Gaussian modulated sinusoidal time dependence, corresponding to a short pulse with a Gaussian frequency spectrum
centered around 4.43 × 1014 Hz (λ0 = 676nm) with a total bandwidth of ±30% in frequency. To monitor the time
dependent electric field at various locations in the simulation volume we placed field probes at the locations marked 1, 2,
and 3 in figure 3. The simulations were run for a time equal to 10 times the duration of the excitation signal. The mesh
density was set to 48 lines per wavelength in each material, and was automatically sub-gridded at regions of rapid field
change. The boundaries of the Ag nanoparticle were approximated by a non-orthogonal grid which allows better
description of arbitrary curved surfaces on a Cartesian grid compared to a staircase approximation. The typical
simulation volume was 440 nm × 100 nm × 250 nm (x × y × z), and contained approximately 800,000 mesh cells. The
SiO2 was modeled as a lossless material with a frequency independent real dielectric constant of 2.1. The Ag layer was
modeled as a Drude metal with the frequency dependent permittivity ε described by:

ε Ag = ε ∞ +

ωp

(4)

ω + i Γω
2

where ε∞ is the high frequency limit of the relative permittivity ε of the material, ωp is the bulk plasma oscillation
frequency, and Γ is the electron collision frequency in the material. The optimum values of ε∞ and ωp were found by
fitting to the known dielectric function of silver. Figure 4 shows a comparison between the literature data19 and the fitted
real and imaginary values of ε for Ag as used in the simulation with ε∞ = 3.262, ωp = 2.196×1015 Hz and
Γ = 8.856×1013 Hz. The modeled real dielectric function of Ag is in excellent agreement with the literature data. The fit
overestimates the imaginary part of the dielectric constant. However, this is not expected to significantly affect the
obtained resonance frequencies.
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Figure 3. Schematic representation of the simulated structure. The circles marked 1, 2, 3 mark the locations of the time-dependent
field probes. Probes 1, 2, and 3 are located on the surface of the Ag film. The x and y boundary conditions are periodic. The structure
is excited by a plane wave traveling in the negative z-direction indicated by kin, polarized along the x-direction as indicated by Ein.
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Figure 4. Comparison between dielectric data from literature19 and the data obtained from the Drude model as used in the simulations.
The displayed frequency range corresponds to the bandwidth of the excitation pulse.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 5(a) shows the simulated distribution of the x-component of the electric field (Ex) in the XZ plane during plane
wave excitation of a coupler at normal incidence. In this particular example the aspect ratio of the nanoparticles was 2.5.
The color scale represents the field amplitude obtained at the design frequency of 4.43×1014 Hz, normalized to the
excitation amplitude at this frequency. The phase of the plot was optimized for maximum field values. Approximate
locations of the corresponding charges responsible for these fields are indicated by the + and – symbols. Note that the Ex
field is not constant along the x-direction as might be expected from a plane wave, but instead contains a relatively
strong contribution from the silver nanoparticle. Close to the particle the Ex distribution is seen to correspond to a dipolar
field distribution. Note that along the silver surface Ex alternates between positive and negative, indicative of the
presence of a surface plasmon. The maximum Ex strength near the surface is observed at probe locations 1 and 3. Figure
5(b) shows the corresponding distribution of the Ez field component at the same frequency and phase. The normal Efield components (Ez) present at the silver surface indicate the presence of a surface plasmon. This SP related normal
field component is maximum at probe location 2. Note that although the optical transmission of a 50 nm thick Ag film is
less than 1%, a significant Ez amplitude (maximum amplitude of 1.9 V/m) is observed at the lower Ag-SiO2 interface.
This is a consequence of coupling between SPs on the top and bottom interface, as discussed in section II.
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Figure 5. XZ cuts of the simulation volume at y = 0 showing (a) Ex and (b) Ez response normalized to the driving field amplitude. The
color scale indicates the field strength. The arrows represent the general field direction, and the + and – symbols represent regions of
high charge density. The locations marked 1, 2, and 3 indicate the position of the time dependent E field probes.
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Figure 6(a) shows the time dependent field strength of the incident plane wave applied to the top of the
simulation volume (150nm above the Ag surface). Figure 6(b) shows the Ez field observed at probe 2 for a particle
aspect ratio of 2.5. Note that a finite Ez amplitude is observed at the silver surface well after the excitation signal has
gone to zero, showing that energy is stored in a confined surface plasmon mode. It should be mentioned that part of the
energy stored in this surface mode couples back into radiation modes due to the presence of the coupling structure.
The time dependent signal shown in figure 6(b) contains information about the resonant behavior of the
structure under investigation. At the location of probe 2, the observed fields consist of the z-component of the SP related
electric field and a small contribution due to Ez associated with the dipolar field around the nanoparticle. There is no
direct Ez contribution from the incident plane wave excitation field since the incident field is purely x-polarized.
Consequently the signal observed at probe 2 represents predominantly the amplitude of the excited surface plasmon.
Figure 7 shows the normalized Fourier transforms of the time domain Ez signal at probe 2 for aspect ratios in the range
1.0 to 4.0. To highlight the frequency dependent response of the structure, each curve in figure 7 represents the Fourier
transform of the time dependent field at probe 2 divided by the Fourier transform of the excitation pulse.
Several features are evident in figure 7. First, for all aspect ratios a resonance peak is observed around
4.3×1014 Hz, corresponding to a free-space wavelength of 697 nm. This is attributed mainly to the periodicity of the
structure along the x-direction. Individual nanoparticles in the 2D array launch SP waves propagating along the positive
and negative x-direction. These SP waves interfere constructively when the effective SP wavelength matches the interparticle spacing resulting in an enhanced SP amplitude at a frequency of 4.3×1014 Hz. Note that this phase matching
occurs at a frequency that is 3% lower that the design frequency. This shift is attributed to the presence of the Ag
nanoparticles, which is not taken into account in the calculated SP dispersion relation shown in figure 2(a). Second, the
magnitude of the Ez field peak changes as the aspect ratio of the nanoparticle is varied, reaching a maximum at an aspect
ratio of 3.0. Note that the normalized field values are larger than 1, indicating field enhancement. Third, as the aspect
ratio is increased, a small secondary peak is seen to move from high to low frequencies. This second resonance feature is
attributed to the nanoparticle plasmon resonance. At frequencies close to the nanoparticle resonance, an enhanced E field
builds up around the particle, in turn resulting in an enhanced SP excitation and a stronger Ez field at Probe 2 at these
frequencies. For example, at an aspect ratio of c/a = 2 this resonance is found to occur at a frequency near 5.4×1014 Hz.
As the aspect ratio of the particle is increased, this resonance peak is seen to shift to lower frequencies, as expected
based on figure 2(b). When the nanoparticle resonance overlaps with the resonance associated with phase matching, a
maximum SP field is obtained. This maximum occurs at a nanoparticle aspect ratio of 3.0, which is significantly lower
than the predicted aspect ratio of 3.5 that was obtained based on figure 2(b). This difference is attributed to the coupling
between propagating light, local nanoparticle resonances, and propagating SPs which was not taken into account in
figure 2(b).
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Figure 6. (a) Time dependence of the excitation signal. (b) Time dependent Ez response detected at probe 2 resulting from the
excitation signal in figure 4(a) for a coupler structure containing nanoparticles with an aspect ratio of 2.5. (c) Normalized Fourier
transform of the time domain signal shown in (b).
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Figure 7. Normalized Fourier transforms of Ez(t) detected at probe 2 for nanoparticle aspect ratios in the range 1.0-4.0. Optimum
surface plasmon excitation is observed at an aspect ratio of 3.0.

V. CONCLUSION
We have investigated a metallic structure designed to convert far-field radiation into propagating surface plasmons
mediated by plasmon resonances on metal nanoparticles. It is shown that a 2D array of Ag nanoparticles (75 nm long,
30 nm wide) can be used to excite surface plasmons at an Ag-SiO2 interface using normal incidence illumination. The
surface plasmon excitation efficiency under illumination at 676 nm was optimized by matching the inter-particle spacing
to the plasmon wavelength, while tuning the nanoparticle aspect ratio. Optimum surface plasmon excitation was
obtained when the nanoparticle resonance frequency coincided with the SP frequency, which occurred at a nanoparticle
aspect ratio of 3.0. This type of resonantly tuned coupler structure could play an important role in integrated plasmonic
circuits.
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